
[Hotels nearest to the university]  

◦ Danang Petro Hotel (○) 

◦ Song Thu Hotel (○) 

◦ Binh Duong Hotel (○) 

◦ Novotel Danang Premier Han River (○) 

◦ Hilton Da Nang (○)   

 

These 5 hotels are the most nearest to the venue. The prices of first 3 are reasonable. 

On the other hand, the prices of last 2 are high.   

 

 

[Costs of excursion and coffee & fruits]   

・ I will pay the cost of excursion at one time, in advance, instead, which is 900,000 

VND for 1 person.  

・ Furthermore, I am going to pay the cost of the break time food, which is ×××

VND for 1 person.  

・ So it would be helpful if you could hand me 900,000 + ×××VND (or JPY) at the 

venue.  

 

[How much cash you should have or get at the airport] 

I will list the amount of cash you should have aside from the cost of excursion and the 

breaktime food. 

・ the cost of taxi would be 150,000 VND at most for one way between the airport and 

your hotel (where the cost between the airport and Duy Tan University for one way is 

about 100,000 VND). 

・ It is enough if you estimate the cost of lunch for one time would be 400,000 VND. 

・ It is enough if you should consider 500,000 VND for dinner for one time. 

So you should have the following amount of cash in VND when you come to Danang 

or get at the currency exchange in the Danang airport: 

https://www.agoda.com/danang-petro-hotel/hotel/da-nang-vn.html?cid=1844104
https://www.agoda.com/song-thu-hotel/hotel/da-nang-vn.html?cid=1844104
https://www.agoda.com/binh-duong-hotel/hotel/da-nang-vn.html?cid=1844104
https://www.agoda.com/novotel-danang-premier-han-river/hotel/da-nang-vn.html?cid=1844104
https://www.agoda.com/hilton-da-nang_6/hotel/da-nang-vn.html?cid=1844104


150 (taxi)×2ways + (400+500 (lunch and dinner))×6 days = 5700,000 VND 

In addition, the cost of excursion and breaktime food are  

900,000 VND and xxx.xxx VND, respectively. 

 

[Lunches] 

For lunch each day, I am going to take everybody to  

1) Madame Lân (○) on (20th) 

2) LANG NGHE RESTAURANT (○) on (21st) 

3) NHÀ HÀNG ĐÔNG DƯƠNG (○) on (22nd) 

4) Some restaurant on site in the excursion  

5) Ẩm thực trần (○) (24th)  

 

 

[Schedule of excursion] 

・ Around 5:30 on 23rd, we will meet at the square in the front of the Duy Tan Tower 

in which the venue is (○). 

・ Around 18:30, our returning bus gets back in front of a restaurant:  

Nhà Hàng Cafe Vườn Trúc Lâm Viên (○ (homepage) ○ (location)). 

 

I am thinking to have the dinner at this restaurant with everyone. This is one of 

restaurants with very good reputation in the local Vietnamese people in Danang. It is 

much enough to suppose that the cost in this restaurant would be 500,000VND at most 

for 1 person. 

 

[Who will not join in excursion but want to take dinner with us on excursion day] 

You are welcome to join in only dinner above. In this case, please stay at the restaurant 

above around 18:30. If you are going to join only in dinner, it is helpful if you just tell 

it to me in advance.  

https://www.madamelan.vn/
https://www.nhahanglangnghe.com/
http://dongduongrestaurantdn.com.vn/en/home/
https://amthuctran.vn/
https://www.google.com/maps/@16.0751612,108.2230706,181m/data=!3m1!1e3
http://truclamvien.com.vn/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Nh%C3%A0+H%C3%A0ng+Cafe+V%C6%B0%E1%BB%9Dn+Tr%C3%BAc+L%C3%A2m+Vi%C3%AAn/@16.0816351,108.2224208,268m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x314219cc61c98a73:0x13d8e177293756b3!8m2!3d16.0816757!4d108.2219332


 

[Currency available in Danang, and credit cards are available ?] 

You should consider basically the available currency in the city center of Danang is 

VND only, though some shops and restaurants are able to accept the payment by credit 

cards.  

 

[Exchange and cash from ATM in Danang ?]  

Exchange is possible if you go to banks. However, as my opinion, it is better to finish 

to get the cash at currency exchanges in the airport. This is because it may confuse 

some time redundantly in the communication with bank clerks if you go to banks to do 

exchange. As far as I know, there are no currency exchange shops in the city center of 

Danang. 

Getting cash from ATM in Danang should be possible theoretically. However, in 

practice, there may be some cases that cash does not come out from the ATM as cash 

is not restocked. Furthermore, as my honest feeling, it is not sure that ATM machines 

can always work properly, though I have never withdrawn cash using credit cards in 

Danang and cannot say sure things on this point.  

Anyway, I want to suggest you to get all the necessary cash at money exchanges in the 

airport.  

Here, I would like to suggest one point, which is that VND is weak as a currency, 

therefore exchangers do not like to buy it. As a result, it is expected the rate to sell 

VND in aboard airports would be worse than the ones in the airport in Vietnam. 

Therefore, I think you might as well sell your finally remained VND in the airport in 

Vietnam, if you sold it on the way back.    

 

[Receipts for costs of excursion and breaktime food] 

The receipt for the cost of the excursion that the travel company will be issued to each 

participant one by one.  

On the other hand, the receipt for the cost of the break time food will not be issued. If 



you want me to issue it in particular, please contact me first. But the cost of it is not 

expensive which I come to think it would be OK if you paid by your money. 

 

[Dinner at the day before the conference]   

If you want to go to dinner in the day before the conference with everyone, please 

email me before you leave for Danang.  

If I write like this, a few people would email me. Then let's go to dinner together with 

those people, meeting at some place in Danang. 

 

[Please be punctual] 

Delay of time in a talk affects the time we can use for lunch and dinner. Further, I do 

not like to end talks forcibly. Also, I do not like to haste speakers to talk quickly. So 

please finish your talk within the given time by yourself. 

 

[Restroom] 

If you are a person who is sensitive for comfortability of the restroom you use, you 

may as well to reserve hotels near the venue which I suggest above. 

 

[Questions in the middle of presentations] 

I am not going to restrict it. I hope listeners will ask questions by their own thoughts. 

However, it would be helpful if questioners kept in the mind to consider to hold back 

questions which may make unable to finish the presentation in the given time, when 

you give questions in the middle of presentations. I may just interrupt questions if it 

looks to be long, but also speakers are hoped to put questions off saying something 

“let’s discuss it after talk”, if it becomes long. 

 

 



[Shoes you should wear] 

It is OK to come wearing sandals, however I suggest you wearing sandals covering toe. 

This is because sidewalks in streets in Danang are sometimes bumpy and some sharp 

objects are dropped  

 

[White (black) board] This point has not been confirmed yet 

I have actually checked the conference room. Then I found that there is no white 

boards. So please make the preparation for your presentation assuming that there is no 

white (black) board. 

 

[Laundries]  

I will note laundries I know in Danang: 

◦ Green Laundry (○) (looks opened till 9pm) 

◦ Some one (name of this is unknown). This is just other side of the street "cafe 91"     

  marked in the google map (○) (looks opened till 9pm)   

◦ Lami Laundry (○) (looks opened till 9pm) 

 

(Indeed, there is a laundry machine in the building of the University. If you want to 

use it, please contact me first.) 

 

I have not confirmed laundries other than these 3. Others may be closed, even if these 

are presented in google map.  

 

If you use those, you should take your clothes by yourself. Costs of these 3 are around 

20.000VND for 1kg. You can receive the washed clothes at just the next day or that 

day if you brought those in morning.  

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Green+Laundry+-+Fast+Laundry+Service+Shop/@16.0676935,108.2400379,18z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x314217646a6f3ae1:0xaf58730a6155ca63!8m2!3d16.0672038!4d108.2407835
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Cafe+91/@16.0663891,108.2202759,19z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x31421948ea679729:0xf35cfe37b0f17447!8m2!3d16.0663265!4d108.2203645
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Gi%E1%BA%B7t+%E1%BB%A6i+%C4%90%C3%A0+N%E1%BA%B5ng+-+Lami+Laundry/@16.0809059,108.2210596,18.33z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x31421993b8feb19d:0x660b27c0ceb0c564!8m2!3d16.0815293!4d108.2213373?hl=ja

